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A NEW CHOPPER SYSTEM WITH LOW EMITTANCE GROWTH
FOR PNC HIGH POWER CW LINAC
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ABSTRACT

A new chopper system is developed for PNC high power CW linac. It has low emittance
growth. There is only one RF cavity in the chopper system. When the beam passes through the
cavity, ihere is no field for the part of the beam which will pass through the chopper slit; but
there is a deflecting magnetic field for the remainder part of the beam which will be stopped at
the chopper slit.

1. INTRODUCTION
A new idea of the chopper system is developed

for PNC high power CW linac". The important
thing is how to make the chopping system very
little emittance growth.

Some laboratories ^ u s e two RF cavities with
a slit and a solenoid system shown on Fig.l.
When the part of beam, which will pass through
the slit, passes through the first cavity, the
particles with different longitudinal phase will be
added different transverse momentum. The slit is
like a mirror. Passing ihrough slit the particles
will be focused to the axis at the second cavity. If
the second cavity has the same amplitude as the
first one and opposite phase , their transverse
momentum can be cancelled in ideal case.

This conception is that some transverse
momenta are added to the beam for deflecting by
the first cavity, then are cancelled by the second
cavity after beam passing through the slit.
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Fig. 1, Double cavity chopper system

A novel idea is that when the beam passes
through a chopper cavity, the cavity does not add
(in ideal case) or adds very small transverse
momentum to the part of the beam passing
through the chopper slit; the transverse momenta
are only added to other part of beam, which will
be stopped at the chopper slit. It is showed on
Fig.2. It means that the fields in the chopper
cavity are zero when a part of beam passes
through the chopper cavity, so this part of beam
will pass through the slit straight and without any
additional transverse momentum from the
cavity;but there is a deflecting field in the
chopper cavity when the remainder part of beam
during one RF period passes through the cavity,
and this remainder part of beam will stop at the
slit.

DC magnetic
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RF Cavity

* National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK) Fig. 2, New chopper system
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ABSTRACT 

A new chopper system is developed for PNC high power CW Iinac. It has low emittance 
growth. There is only one RF cavity in the chopper system. When the beam passes through the 
cavity， (;~ere is no field for the part of the ">eam which will pass through the chopper slit; but 
there is <l Jeflecting magnetic field for the remainder part ofthe beam which will be stopped at 
the chopper slit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A new idea of the chopper system is developed 

for PNC high power CW Iinacl人 Theimportant 
thing is how to make the chopping system very 
little emittance growth. 

Some laboratories 均.3)use two RF cavities with 
a slit and a solenoid system shown on Fig.l. 
When the part of beam， which w;.i pass through 
the slit， passes through the白rstcavity， the 
particles with different lon副tudinalphase wi11 be 
added different transverse momentum. The slit is 
Iike a mirror. Passing il1rough slit the particles 
will be focused to the axis at the second cavity . If 
the second cavity has the same amplitude as the 
first one and opposite 伸縮e，their transverse 
momentum can be cancelled in ideal case. 

This conception is that some transverse 
momenta are added to the beam for deflecting by 
曲efirst cavity， then are cancelled by the second 
伺 vityafter beam passing through the slit. 
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Fig. 1， Double cavity chopper system 
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A novel idea is that when the beam passes 
through a chopper cavity，出.ecavity does not add 
(in ideal case) or adds very small tr，加sverse
momentum to the part of the beam passing 
through the chopper slit; the transverse momenta 
are only added to other part ofbeam， which wi11 
be stopped at the chopper slit. It is showed on 
Fig.2. It means that the fields in the chopper 
cavity are zero when a part of beam p踊 ses
through the chopper cavity， so this part of beam 
wi1l pass through the slit straight and without any 
additional transverse momentum 合'om 血e
cavity;but there is a deflecting field in the 
chopper cavity when the remainder part of beam 
during one RF period passes through the cavity， 
and this remainder part of beam will stop at the 
slit. 
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Fig. 2， New chopper system 
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2. CAVITY DESIGN

Fig. 3 shows a composed magnetic field added
by three magnetic fields that are a RF magnetic
field with fundamental frequency (Bib), a RF
magnetic field with second harmonic frequency
(B2f0) and a DC magnetic bias field (BMK). The
composed magnetic field has a flat part which
field is equal to zero. Tuning each field amplitude
and phase, the length of flat part can be changed.

Fig. 3, composed magnetic field in cavity

In the rectangular cavity one will choose
TM2io mode for the chopping fundamental mode.
According to the MAFIA calculation, if the
frequency of the TM2]0 mode is fo, the frequency
of die TM410 mode is not equal to 2fo. Only the
frequency of the TM420 mode is equal to 2f0, but
this mode can not be used for this purpose. Fig.4
shows the magnetic fields of the TM,,0 mode,
TM210 mode, TM410mode and TM«» mode in the
cavity.

According to the perturbation theorem, if a
variable stub tuner is located at the maximum
electric field of TM!10 mode and the maximum
magnetic field of TM4i0mode, the frequencies of
the TM210 mode and the TM,10 mode will be tuned
in the opposite direction. So it is possible to make
the ratio of the frequencies of the TM«,0mode and
the TM 2,0 mode exactly two.

By means of this method one can realize this
new idea. A test chopper cavity is shown on the
Fig.5. There are four variable stub tuners (ST,,,
STI2, ST,,and ST,,) on the XZ planes to tune the
fundamental frequency, other four variable stub

tuners (ST2I, STy, ST»and STJ4) on the XY
planes to tune the frequency ratio of the TM410
mode and the TM2i0 mode and two magnetic
coupler loops (C f2)o and C Cm) on the YZ planes
to excite the TM210 mode of f0 frequency and
TM410 mode of 2fo frequency fields, respectively.
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Fig. 4, Magnetic fields of the TMno mode,
TM410 mode and TM«o mode

Fig. 5, Test chopper cavity

Table 1 lists the results of the calculation by
MAFIA. There are frequency, Q value, store
energy, power loss and magnetic field cf each
mode. Fig. 6 shows the magnetic fields of the
TM210 mode and the TMuo mode in the chopper
cavity. Fig. 7 shows the electric fields of the
TMno mode and the TM«,o mode in the chopper
cavity.
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2. CA VITY DESIGN 

Fig. 3 shows a composed magnetic tield added 
by three magnetic fields that are a RF magnetic 
field with fundamental frequency (B~)， a RF 
magnetic field with second harmonic frequency 
(B2fO) and a DC magnetic bias tield (BbI吋.官le
composed magnetic field has a flat p創twhich 
field is equalωzero. Tuning each field amplitude 
and phase， the length of flat part can be changed. 

rot 

Fig. 3， composed magnetic tield in伺 vity

In the rectangular cavity one will ch∞se 
TM210 mode for the chopping fundamental mode. 
According to the MAFIA伺 JcuJation，if出e
frequency of the TM210 mode is fo. the frequency 
ofthe TMωmode is not equal to 2fo-Only血e
frequency of the TMωmode is equal to 2ι， but 
血ismode can not be used for this pu中0田.Fig.4 
shows the magnetic fields of由eTMno mode， 
TM2JO mode， TMωmode卸 dTMωmodein the 
伺 vity.

According to the pertu由ationthωrem， !f a 
variable stub tuner is located at the maximum 
electric field of TM210 mode and the maximum 
magnetic field of TMωmode， the fr芭quenci回 of
the TM210 mode and the T~，o mode will be tuned 
in由eopposite direction. So it is伊'ssibleto make 
the ratio ofthe frequencies ofthe TMωmode阻 d
泊施TM210 mode exact1y two. 

Byn記ansof this meth叫 one伺 n悶a1izethis 
new idea. A test chopper cavity is shown on the 
Fig.5. Therc are four variable stub tuners (ST 110 
STI20 ST "and STI4) on the XZ planes to tune the 
fundamental frequency， other four variable stub 

tuners (ST 210 ST 22> ST 23 and ST;I4) on tbe xy 
planes 印刷nethe frequency ratio of the TM叩
mode and the TM210 mode and two magnetic 
coupler 1∞ps (Cf2IO佃 dCf4lo)on由eYZpl叩 es
to excite the TM210 mode of ιfrequency and 
TMωmode of 21'0 frequency fields，時spectively.
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Fig. 4， Magnetic fields ofthe TMllo mode， 
TM210 mode， T~，o mode and TM柵 mode
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Fig. 5， Test c加'pper伺吋.ty

Table 1 Jists由ere閥 ltsof泊隠伺lculationby 
MA岡A.There are fi岡田ncy，Q value， store 
enlCrgy，仰鴨rI国sand magnetic field G!' e副 E

mode. Fig. 6 shows the m昭IICticfields of the 
TM210 mode and the TM.IO nωdeinthech司事官

旬、rity. Fig. 7 shows the el回国cfi.el也 ofthe
TM針。 mode叩 dthe TM.IO mode in the ch句甲町

cavity. 
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Table 1. Results of calculation by MAFIA
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the TM2io mode, BTM410 = 9.755 gauss and DC
bias magnetic field Bbias = 15.25 gauss on the
beam center line. The maximum electric field
near the stub tuners Emax = 2.0MV/m. So there
is no discharge problem. The chopper system is
shown on Fig.4. The chopper slit needs special
design because of very high power dissipation.

U s i n g M A F I A T S 3 c o d e ( t h e
particle-in-cell-code) the results of simulation
are shown on Fig.8.

Now the test chopper cavity is under
construction.

TMJiomode TNMlomode

Fig. 6, Magnetic fields in the chopper cavity.

TM2tomode TMuomode

Fig. 7, Electric fields in the chopper cavity

3. CHOPPER SYSTEM DESIGN
AND SIMULATION

According to the calculated data chopper
system can be designed, suppose that the length
between the chopper cavity and slit s = 0.5m, the
width of slit is equal to the beam diameter(5mm),
the maximum deflecting distance dd = 40mm,
input power Pfc= 1234Wforfe,and P2fo = 280W
for 2fois necessary. The maximum magnetic field
of the TMno mode, BTM2i0 = 25 gauss, one of

Fig. 8, Chopper system simulation by MAFIA
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Table 1. Resu1ts of calculation by MAFIA 
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Fig. 6， Magnetic fields in the chopper cavity. 
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Fig. 7， Electric fie)ds in lhe chopper回 vity

3. CHOPPER SYSTEM DESIGN 
AND SIMULATION 

According to the calculated data chop戸:r
system can be designed， suppose that the length 
between the chopper cavity and slit s = O.5m， the 
width of slit is equal to the beam diameter(5mm)， 
the maximum denecting distance dd = 40mm， 
inputpower Pto= 1234Wfort;，.and P2fo=280W 
for2fois necess創y.The maximum magnetic field 
of the TM110 mode， B1・M210= 25 gauss， one of 
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the TM2Io mode. Bτ"M410 = 9.755 gauss and DC 
bias magnetic field Bbias = J 5.25 gauss on the 
beam center line. The maximum electric field 
near the stub tuners Emax = 2.0MV/m. So there 
is no discharge probJem. The chopper system is 
shown on Fig.4.百lechopper slit needs special 
design because of very high power dissipation. 

Using MAFIA TS3 code (the 
particJe-in-田 n・code)the results of simulation 
釘宮 shownon Fig.8. 
Now the test chopper cavity is under 

constructlon. 

Fig. 8. Chopper system simulation by MAFIA 
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